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1. Introduction 

Models have been used in software engineering for illustration and 

documentation purposes for a long time. In the past few years, model-

driven development approaches such as Model-Driven Engineering 

(MDE) have become popular, and with these approaches, models have 

enormously gained importance. Still used for illustration, models now 

also serve as semantic foundation for the development of whole systems 

in certain domains: they are abstract representations of various aspects of 

a system and drive the development process. This new role requires a 

certain degree of formality for the syntax and the semantics of models: 

Whereas it was sufficient for the syntax and the semantics to be intui-

tively understandable in the age of “models-as-illustrations”, they need to 

be formally specified in the MDE age because they are the basis of the 

generated code.  

In MDE, the abstract syntax of a modeling language is defined by a 

meta-model, which is usually a class model that graphically specifies the 

elements of a modeling language, such as classes and their properties, 

and the dependencies between these elements. The dependencies between 

classes are especially important in this refinement: Since each model that 

complies with its meta-model must be a valid abstraction of the system, 

the dependencies between elements in the model must be precisely cap-

tured in the meta-model. Whereas these dependencies can only be 

coarsely constrained within the graphical model itself, textual constraint 

languages such as the Object Constraint Language (OCL) (Object Man-

agement Group (OMG), 2003) are used to express details about the de-

pendencies. 

Adding textual constraints to a class model rules out invalid instances, 

which increases the maturity level of the class model (Kleppe and 
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Warmer, 2003). For visualizing this idea, we use a function I that maps a 

set of concepts to the set of all possible objects for these concepts. In par-

ticular, I(M) denotes the set of all objects in all possible instances of a 

model M and I(R) denotes the set of all possible objects in a real system. 

Figure 1 a) visualizes a model M with a low maturity level: A large part 

of I(M) is not inside I(R), i.e., I(M) contains many elements that are not 

representations of the real system. By adding constraints to M, a model 

M’ can be developed with a higher maturity level. Figure 1 b) shows that 

there are less elements in the set I(M’) − I(R), which means that signifi-

cantly less invalid instances can be derived from M’ than from M. Thus, 

M’ has a higher maturity level than M. 

 

 
Figure 1: Visualization of model maturity levels. 

 

In this chapter, we focus on increasing the maturity level of models as 

one important quality aspect. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to identify a 

number of causes for low maturity levels of models in early stages of de-

velopment, show how these causes can be found in a given model, and 

offer solutions to refine the model and increase its maturity level. We fo-

cus on reducing the size of I(M)−I(R) and provide general guidelines for 

creating class models of a high maturity level and thus, a high quality. 

In order to refine a given class model, it must be thoroughly analyzed by 

the model developer. However, not all causes for low maturity may be 

detected manually, which can cause serious problems in the MDE proc-

ess because the generated code may cause runtime exceptions. To sim-

plify and partly automate model analysis, we have identified recurring 

problems in class models that require refinement by textual constraints. 

The first objective of this chapter is to present these problems, show ex-

amples of how they threaten the maturity of class models, and introduce 

tool support for their automatic detection. 

I(R) I(M’) I(R) I(M) 

(a) Model M: Low maturity level. (b) Model M’: High maturity level. 
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Having identified these problems, constraints can be formulated that re-

strict the expressiveness and increase the maturity of the model. How-

ever, this is not an easy task: Besides theoretical and practical arguments 

that point out various deficiencies of OCL (Chiorean et al., 2005, Süß, 

2006, Cabot, 2006, Brucker et al., 2006), one important aspect needs to 

be taken into account: Class models can express complicated facts, in-

cluding subtyping, reflexive relations, or potentially infinitely large in-

stances, and constraining such facts requires addressing this complexity. 

To simplify the creation of constraints, the second objective of this chap-

ter is using constraint patterns, which are predefined constraint expres-

sions that can be parameterized. In particular, we present constraint pat-

terns that can be instantiated to remedy the recurring problems that we 

have identified. Furthermore, we present how constraint patterns can be 

coupled with the analysis results to enable instant refinement. 

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide back-

ground information on the Meta Object Facility (MOF), OCL, constraint 

patterns, and give an overview of related work. By analyzing MOF, we 

identify typical problems that require refinement in Section 3 and present 

examples to illustrate the potential dangers of low model maturity. In 

Section 4, we show how constraint patterns can be used to increase ma-

turity and present tool support for our approach in Section 5. In Section 

6, we draw conclusions, and we give an outlook on future research direc-

tions in Section 7. 

2. Background 

In this section, we provide background information for the remainder of 

this chapter and give an overview of related work. 

2.1 Meta Object Facility (MOF) 

The MOF (OMG, 2006a) is a standard that defines the building blocks of 

modeling. Its core, the Essential MOF (EMOF), defines the facilities that 

are commonly found in object-oriented approaches such as types, classes, 

properties, and operations. Thus, it can be considered as the core of Uni-

fied Modeling Language (UML) class models, and the results of this 

chapter on MOF apply to UML class models as well. 

MOF defines a hierarchy of model abstractions, which can comprise up 

to four layers (Atkinson and Kühne, 2003). In general, a model in layer n 

is called an instance of the model in layer n+1, which in turn is called its 

meta-model. In Figure 2, we illustrate these four modeling layers. 
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Figure 2: The four modeling layers of MOF. 

 

The most abstract layer, commonly perceived as M3, is the MOF meta-

model, as shown in Figure 3. It defines the core modeling concepts and is 

defined recursively, i.e., a model on this layer is an instance of itself 

(Seidewitz, 2003). In contrast, the most concrete layer M0 represents the 

elements of the concrete system. For instance, the model of a company 

could comprise elements such as an employee called “Boris” and an of-

fice labeled “C45.1”. The models in layer M0 are instances of the models 

in layer M1, in which the concepts of a system are defined. In a com-

pany, examples of such concepts are classes such as Employee or Office. 

These concepts are defined using the MOF layer M3 as meta-model. Al-

ternatively, another meta-modeling layer M2 can be used. A prominent 

example of an M2-layer model is the UML meta-model for class models, 

which defines modeling elements such as n-ary associations or stereo-

types (OMG, 2006b). 

 
Figure 3: Extract of the EMOF meta-model. 

 

M0 

(system) 

M1 

(concepts) 

M2 

(UML) 

M3 

(MOF) 

employees Boris and Paul 
offices C45.1, D42 

employee, office, … 

class, association,  
stereotype, … 

package, type, class,  
property, operation 
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In Figure 4, we illustrate an example M1-model company that is an in-

stance of MOF. The elements in this model are instances of MOF ele-

ments, i.e., we use the MOF meta-model for both layers M2 and M3. In 

detail, the elements are defined as follows. Employee, Manager, Office, Single 

and Cubicle are instances of the MOF concept Class; name, salary, budget, 

headCount, isCEO, desks, employs, worksFor, inhabitant and worksIn are MOF 

Propertys, and they are used for defining associations between classes, 

which reflect relations between objects; String, Integer and Boolean are MOF 

types; hire is a MOF Operation of type Boolean; e is a MOF Parameter; 1..*, 

0..1 and * are MOF MultiplicityElements; and the generalization relations be-

tween Manager and Employee and Single/Cubicle and Office are instances of the 

MOF superClass relation. 

 
Figure 4: Model “company”: example instance of MOF. 

 

In general, an instance of a model is defined by a set OID of object iden-

tifiers and a partial function A: OID×P�VAL that maps an object identi-

fier o � OID and a property p � P of the object’s class to a set of values. 

A binary relation R between objects o1 and o2 is represented by two 

properties p1, p2 with A(o1, p2) = o2 and A(o2, p1) = o1. A model in-

stance can be considered as an object graph in which the nodes are the 

object identifiers and the edges are the relations between them. 

2.2 Object Constraint Language (OCL) 

MOF offers only limited support for defining the concepts of a model or 

a system. Whereas entities and basic relations can be described in terms 

of types, classes and their properties, relations and dependencies can be 

further specified by basic multiplicity (i.e., cardinality) constraints only. 

In order to express complex relations and restrictions in a model, OCL 

has been introduced (OMG, 2003), a textual constraint language for ob-

ject-oriented modeling languages such as MOF or UML. 
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OCL is a first-order logic (FOL) with object-oriented extensions (Beckert 

et al., 2002). It serves two purposes: First, invariants can be specified for 

classes. An invariant is a predicate that holds for all instances of the con-

strained class. Second, contracts can be specified for operations, which 

consist of a precondition that restricts the applicability and a postcondi-

tion that describes the result of the operation. A detailed introduction to 

OCL and a reference manual can be found in (Kleppe and Warmer, 

2003). 

In the following, we illustrate some examples of invariants and operation 

contracts for the company model. The invariant for single offices restricts 

the inhabitants of these offices to objects of class Manager. The invariant 

for Manager states that the budget must not be negative. The precondition 

of hire requires that the employee who is supposed to be hired is not al-

ready employed, while the postcondition requires that after the operation 

has executed, the set of employees is the same as before the execution, 

except for the new employee who has joined this set. 

context Single 
inv onlyManagers: self.inhabitant−>forAll(x | x.oclIsTypeOf(Manager)) 
 
context Manager 
inv budgetGreaterZero: self.budget >= 0 
 
context Manager::hire(e: Employee): Boolean 
pre: not self.employs−>includes(e) 
post: self.employs = self.employs@pre−>including(e) 

There are different ways of providing support for constraint checking in 

the generated code. This is not subject of this chapter and we therefore 

refer the reader to (Kleppe and Warmer, 2003) in which a transformation 

from OCL to Java is discussed. 

2.3 Constraint Patterns 

In general, patterns describe generic solutions to recurring problems in a 

certain domain that can be reapplied to instances of the same problem. 

With the success of the object-oriented development paradigm, patterns 

have gained increasing momentum in software engineering. The most 

prominent publication, the “gang-of-four” (GOF) book on design patterns 

(Gamma et al., 1995), introduces a taxonomy of patterns for the construc-

tion of object-oriented software. Each pattern is presented with a name, 

classification, intent, structure, example, and other properties that de-

scribe its syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. 

Patterns have also become popular in other areas of software engineering, 

such as software architecture (Buschmann et al., 1996), formal specifica-
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tion (Dwyer et al., 1998), or workflow design (van der Aalst et al., 2003). 

Recent publications have introduced constraint patterns that can be in-

stantiated to constrain models (Ackermann and Turowski, 2006, Ahrendt 

et al., 2005, Costal et al., 2006, Miliauskait� and Nemurait�, 2005, Wah-

ler et al., 2007). 

Constraint patterns are parameterizable expressions in a logic such as 

OCL. An illustrative example is the MultiplicityRestriction pattern from 

(Wahler et al., 2007), which can be instantiated to constrain the number 

of elements in a relation. It is defined as follows. 

pattern MultiplicityRestriction(navigation: Sequence(Property), operator: OclExpression,  
                                               value:OclExpression) = 
  self.navigation−>size() operator value 

Upon instantiation, the parameters of a pattern, which are printed in ital-

ics above, are replaced with actual values. An example constraint that can 

be expressed using this pattern is the following invariant for the company 

model: “An office must not be inhabited by more employees than there 

are desks in the office,” which can be expressed in OCL as follows. 

context Office 
inv sufficientDesks: self.inhabitant−>size() <= self.desks 

Instead of specifying the invariant in OCL, which is time-consuming and 

error-prone, we use the MultiplicityRestriction pattern. The following 

constraint expression replaces the parameter navigation with the property 

inhabitant and the parameter value with the property desks. 

context Office 
inv sufficientDesks: MultiplicityRestriction(inhabitant, ’<=’, ’desks’) 

In the literature, numerous constraint patterns have been defined. A com-

prehensive collection of patterns can be found in (Wahler et al., 2007) in 

which a taxonomy of constraint patterns is presented. The taxonomy 

comprises a set of atomic or elementary patterns as shown in Figure 5, to 

which we added the patterns that we introduce in this chapter. To sim-

plify model refinement, users can choose and instantiate appropriate pat-

terns from such taxonomies and use them in their constraint specifica-

tions. In the same paper, composite constraint patterns are introduced, 

i.e., higher-order patterns to logically combine pattern instances. Using 

composite patterns, complex constraints can be developed by composing 

elementary constraints. Elementary constraints are either instances of 

constraint patterns or literal OCL expressions. Thus, composite constraint 

patterns increase the expressiveness of the constraint language. For ex-

ample, the IfThenElse pattern allows one to model implication by select-
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ing a set of elementary constraints as assumption (if) and one constraint 

each as conclusion (then) and alternative (else). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: An example taxonomy of constraint patterns. 

 

pattern IfThenElse(assumption:Set(Constraint), conclusion:Constraint,  
                               alternative:Constraint) = 
  if assumption 
  then conclusion 
  else alternative 
  endif 

We have prototypically implemented constraint patterns using the pat-

terns framework of IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) (IBM, 

2007). Figure 6 shows a screenshot of how the constraint sufficientDesks 

is implemented in our framework. Here, the pattern instance is repre-

sented by a rectangular box surrounded by a dashed line. The parameters 

and their actual values are listed in a table inside the pattern instance. 
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Figure 6: Constraint sufficientDesks as represented in RSA. 

2.4 Related Work 

In (Crosby, 1979), quality is defined as “conformance to requirements”. 

We apply this definition to class modeling by first defining the require-

ments for class models. On the one hand, class models must contain ap-

propriate elements to express facts of the system modeled, i.e., coverage, 

and on the other hand, they must be specific enough such that models 

that represent valid facts of the system only can be modeled. Different 

kinds of models require different degrees of abstraction, e.g., analysis 

models are usually less detailed than design models. In general, models 

can have a high degree of abstraction and thus, a low maturity level at the 

beginning of an MDE process, but in the course of the process, they must 

be refined to achieve a higher level of maturity, and thus, quality. 

Whereas quality assessment is well-established in software development 

(Chrissis et al., 2003, Schulmeyer and Mcmanus, 1999, Kan, 2002), it is 

a fairly new aspect in MDE, but has become an important topic, as ad-

dressed by the workshop “Quality in Modeling” (Kuzniarz et al., 2006). 

One of the papers presented in this workshop experimentally investigates 

the effect of using modeling conventions on the quality of a model (Bois 

et al., 2006) by evaluating a test group’s perception of syntactic, seman-

tic, and pragmatic aspects of test models. In (Lange and Chaudron, 

2006), several threats to the quality of a model are identified and a survey 

is conducted on how easily such defects can be identified. In (Gamma et 

al., 1995), model quality is addressed indirectly by providing design pat-

terns for class models in general. Patterns reflect best practices, and em-

ploying patterns in a model thus increases the overall quality of the 

model. 

The quality of meta-models, which are typically specified in terms of 

class models, is discussed in (www.metamodel.com, 2007). The aspects 

scope, technical quality, extensibility, and quality of definitions of the 

documentation are defined and guidelines are given how class models 

can be created that are good in the respective aspect. In (Gitzel and Hil-
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denbrand, 2005), different hierarchies of meta-modeling are illustrated. 

The quality of the hierarchies is evaluated according to their complexity, 

consistency, expressional strength, extensibility, and robustness to 

change. In (Davis and Bigelow, 2002), the quality criteria are goodness 

of fit, parsimony, identification of critical components, relative impor-

tance of model elements, and a good storyline. In this approach, a meta-

model is derived from large models using statistical methods. An or-

thogonal aspect of meta-model quality is addressed in (Atkinson and 

Kühne, 2001) in which the problem of multi-level meta-model hierar-

chies are discussed and problems of frameworks such as MOF are 

pointed out. 

Whereas the previous references give an overview of various quality as-

pects of a meta-model, they merely touch the problem of maturity levels 

of class models. In this chapter, we focus on identifying low maturity 

caused by the limited expressiveness of the MOF meta-model and show 

how models can be semi-automatically refined by using an automatic 

analysis and constraint patterns. 

3. Increasing Class-model Maturity Levels 

As shown, only few restrictions on model instances can be applied by 

means of the graphical elements of a class model. In this section, we pre-

sent limitations of the expressiveness of the MOF meta-model that typi-

cally require MOF-based class models to be refined with textual con-

straints. In the following, we present a list of the limitations we have 

identified, in which the term context denotes the objects and the values of 

their properties in a model instance: 

1. The lower and upper multiplicity bounds of a MultiplicityElement 

cannot be related to its context, 

2. the type of a TypedElement cannot be related to its context, 

3. properties can cause reflexive relations, which can have side-

effects that cannot be restricted, 

4. the unique identifier for a class can only consist of a single Prop-

erty, and 

5. the value of a Property cannot be related to its context. 

For each of these limitations, we show example object diagrams demon-

strating that the expressiveness of the respective MOF elements is not 

sufficient for precise modeling and present OCL constraints necessary for 

restricting these examples. We focus on invariants, but our findings for 
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the MOF class Property can also be applied to the class Parameter and hence 

be used in the specification of operation contracts. 

3.1 Multiplicities of Properties 

In MOF, relations between objects of two classes C1 and C2 are modeled 

using a property that is owned by C1 and is of type C2. Since Property is a 

MultiplicityElement (Figure 3), properties have a lower and an upper bound 

for the multiplicity, i.e., the cardinality of the domain of the relation. The 

lower bound reflects the minimum number and the upper bound reflects 

the maximum number of objects that need to be in the domain of the rela-

tion. As shown in Figure 3, the lower and upper boundary can be either a 

natural number or arbitrarily large, represented by the symbol *. 

The upper multiplicity of an association is often unbound (*) because in 

most systems, the number of elements in a relation is not restricted to a 

fixed literal value. For instance, we used an unbound multiplicity for all 

associations in the company model (Figure 4), except for the property 

worksIn of Employee, because an employee can be related to at most one 

office in our system. 

However, an unspecified number of elements in a relation can potentially 

cause a low maturity level of the model. In the company model, the em-

ployment relation is an example of low maturity: It allows managers to 

employ any natural number of employees and every employee may work 

for arbitrarily many managers (but at least one). In the following, we pre-

sent two cases in which this limited way of defining multiplicities in 

MOF causes low model maturity. 

Multiplicities depending on an attribute value. In class Manager, we 

modeled an attribute headCount, which denotes the maximum number of 

employees that a manager can employ. MOF does not provide means to 

specify that the number of employees in the employment relation de-

pends on the value of headCount. Therefore, the instance in Figure 7 is 

valid: Although anna has a maximum head count of one, she can employ 

two employees. 

 
Figure 7: Two employees despite a maximum head count of 1. 
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Since the instance shown in Figure 7 cannot be excluded in terms of the 

MOF meta-model, an OCL constraint is required that restricts the em-

ployment relation depending on the value of the headCount attribute. If the 

company model is annotated with the following invariant headCountRe-

striction, the instance shown above is invalid. 

context Manager 
inv headCountRestriction: self.employs−>size() <= self.headCount 

Context-unaware association semantics. Associations represent rela-

tions between classes. Often, associations are created with a certain se-

mantics in mind, but the semantics is not specified. The relation between 

Employee and Manager in Figure 8 shows variables as lower and upper mul-

tiplicity bounds. The values for these variables determine the semantics 

of the relation. The relation can be a function (x1=0, y1=*, x2=0, y2=1), 

a total function (0..* / 1..1), an injective partial function (0..1 / 0..1), an 

injective total function (0..1 / 1..1), a surjective partial function (1..* / 

0..1), a surjective total function (1..* / 1..1), or a bijective function (1..1 / 

1..1). 

 
Figure 8: A generic binary association between Employee and Manager. 

 

The semantics of associations can be specified by assigning values for 

the multiplicities of each property involved in the association. However, 

if the semantics of an association depends on other elements in the model 

instance, e.g., the value of an attribute, this cannot be expressed in terms 

of MOF. The following example illustrates this problem: In the model in 

Figure 4, the association employs from Manager to Employee is surjective, 

i.e., every employee needs to work for at least one manager. This is a 

problem, since the CEO of the company should have no manager. Thus, 

surjectivity for the employment relation is only required for employees 

who are not the CEO. However, this cannot be expressed in MOF and 

thus requires a textual constraint, which we formalize in constraint has-

Manager as follows. 

context Manager inv hasManager: 
if not self.isCEO 
then self.employs.allInstances()−>forAll ( y |  
           self.allInstances()−>exists( x | x.employs−>includes(y))) 
else true 
endif 
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Note that the multiplicity of worksFor in the company model should be re-

laxed from 1..* to * to avoid contradictions with hasManager. 

3.2 Property Types 

According to the MOF meta-model in Figure 3, the type of a property 

can be a class. This allows one to create associations from one class to 

any other class, even to a class that has specialized subclasses. Thus, any 

subclass of the superclass can take the role of the superclass in the asso-

ciation. However, in some scenarios, this is unwanted but cannot be pre-

vented by means of the MOF syntax. 

Figure 9 shows an instance of our example model where anna, a Manager, 

works in a cubicle, while charles, an Employee, works in a single office. 

This instance is valid because it conforms to the meta-model. 

 
Figure 9: Manager and employee inhabiting “inappropriate” offices. 

 

However, a company policy may have the requirement that only manag-

ers may work in single offices. This constraint is violated by the instance 

in Figure 9. Therefore, a textual OCL constraint is necessary that restricts 

the usage of subclasses, which we specify as follows. 

context Single 

inv onlyManagers: self.inhabitant−>forAll(x | x.oclIsTypeOf(Manager)) 

3.3 Reflexive Associations 

Reflexive associations are an important means for modeling systems, 

since the concept of reflexivity is ubiquitous in many systems: The 

mother of a human being is a human being, the inverse of a color is a 

color, and the superior of a manager is a manager. 

In general, reflexive associations need to be treated with care because 

they correspond to recursive definitions and allow objects to be related to 

themselves. In formal proof environments such as Isabelle/HOL (Nipkow 

et al., 2002), it must be explicitly proven that recursive definitions termi-

nate. Often, additional constraints are necessary to rule out invalid rela-

tions, as in the following example. Although the successor of a natural 
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number is a natural number, the Peano axioms, which can be considered 

a meta-model for natural numbers, ensure that the set of natural numbers 

is infinite and the successor relation is acyclic. 

In class models, reflexive associations can cause a low maturity level for 

three reasons. First, they enable cycles in the object graph, second, they 

allow an arbitrary number of objects to be related in a chain, and third, 

they allow for so-called diamond configurations. In the following, we 

point out these problems in detail and show that textual constraints are 

needed to remedy the expressive deficiencies of graphical modeling lan-

guages such as MOF or UML. 

Cycles. Reflexive associations can cause cycles in the object graph. Cy-

cles may be desired in certain systems: For instance, in usual color 

spaces, the inverse of the inverse of a color is the color itself. However, 

cyclic relations are invalid abstractions for most systems: a person cannot 

be the mother of her mother, and a natural number is not the successor of 

itself. The reflexive association worksFor can cause cycles in instances of 

the company model. We illustrate such a cycle in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: A cyclic management relation. 

 

The model developer needs to be aware that reflexive associations can 

cause cycles in object graphs and it needs to be carefully assessed 

whether cycles are valid structures in the system that is modeled. If not, 

cycles can be excluded using OCL constraints. 

For the definition of such constraints, an operation to compute the transi-

tive closure of an operation is required. Since there is no such operation 

in OCL (Baar, 2003, OMG, 2003), the transitive closure of each associa-

tion needs to be manually defined. In the following, we define a transi-

tive closure operation for the worksFor association and state an invariant 

that the context object may not be a member of the transitive closure of 

its worksFor association. We use a parameter S to ensure termination of the 

operation. 

context Manager 
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def: closureWorksFor(S:Set(Manager)) : Set(Manager) = 
   worksFor−>union((worksFor − S)−> 
   collect(m : Manager | m.closureWorksFor(S−>including(self)))−>asSet()) 
 
inv noCycles: self.closureWorksFor(Set{})−>excludes(self) 

Arbitrary path lengths. Another problem with reflexive associations is 

that navigation paths in the model instance can be arbitrarily long. For 

certain application domains, the maximum path length needs to be re-

stricted. For instance, Figure 11 shows an instance of the company model 

with eight hierarchy layers, which could be restricted to 5 in order to 

keep the hierarchy in a company flat. 

 
Figure 11: A company with eight management levels. 

 

Reflexive associations also allow for infinitely long paths, involving infi-

nitely many objects. Such configurations are not valid for most systems 

modeled and should not be allowed. However, the length of such paths 

cannot be restricted in terms of MOF and thus needs textual constraints 

that require recursive queries. The following constraint restricts the path 

length of the worksFor association to 5. It consists of two parts: a definition 

for the recursive query and the actual invariant, which uses the previ-

ously defined query. 

context Manager 
 
def: pathDepthWorksFor(max: Integer, counter: Integer): Boolean = 
if (counter > max or counter < 0 or max < 0) then false 
else if (self.worksFor−>isEmpty()) then true 
        else self.worksFor−>forAll(m:Manager|m.pathDepthWorksFor(max, counter+1)) 
        endif 
endif 
 
inv smallHierarchy: self.pathDepthWorksFor(4,0) 

Diamond configurations. Reflexive associations can cause a third kind 

of undesired configuration, namely diamonds. Diamond configurations 

have been known for a long time (Newman, 1942) and have become 

known as “Nixon diamonds” in nonmonotonic reasoning (Reiter and 
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Criscuolo, 1981) or “deadly diamonds of death” in object-oriented pro-

gramming languages with multiple inheritance such as C++ (Martin, 

1998). 

In our company model, the reflexive association worksFor can cause dia-

mond configurations between managers as shown in Figure 12: daniela 

has two managers berta and cindy, who work for the same manager anna. 

Such a configuration can cause the following problem: If anna tells berta 

to fire all employees and tells cindy to keep all employees, it is not speci-

fied what happens to daniela, who works for both berta and cindy. There-

fore, diamond configurations must be treated with special care and even 

may have to be excluded in many cases. 

 
Figure 12: Diamond configuration of managers. 

 

Such a configuration can be excluded with the following constraint no-

Diamond in which we re-use the previously defined operation closure-

WorksFor(). 

context Manager inv noDiamond: 
   self.worksFor−>exists(m1,m2 | m1−>closureWorksFor(Set{})−>intersect( 
                                                      m2−>closureWorksFor(Set{}))−>notEmpty()  
                                       implies m1=m2) 

3.4 Unique Object Identifiers 

Our example model of a company in Figure 4 is a data model. It is usu-

ally required for data models that objects can be uniquely identified, i.e., 

they must have a primary key. In MOF, a property of a class can be made 

a unique identifier by setting its isID attribute to true. However, only one 

property of a class may be a unique ID (OMG, 2006a), which excludes 

primary keys that are composed of several properties. In our example, the 

name of an Employee can be made a primary key in the company model in 

terms of MOF. However, if we want to compose the primary key from 

the properties name and worksIn, we need to add a textual constraint to the 

model because composed keys cannot be modeled in terms of MOF. 

Thus, Figure 13 shows a valid instance of the company model. 
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Figure 13: Two employees with the same name sharing an office. 

 

Using the OCL operation isUnique(), we can textually specify the tuple 

(name,worksIn) to be the primary key for class Employee. The constraint 

reads as follows. 

context Employee 
inv uniqueness: self.allInstances()−>isUnique(e|Tuple(x=e.name,y=e.worksIn)) 

3.5 Relations between Properties 

Often, properties of the same class or of different classes are related be-

cause the value of one property depends on the value of other properties. 

The MOF meta-model does not provide any means to express such rela-

tions. In this subsection, we illustrate two examples for why this lack of 

expressiveness causes low maturity. We distinguish between simple and 

complex relations of properties. 

Simple relations of attribute values. Two properties can be related by a 

binary operator such as less-than (<). However, such relations cannot be 

modeled in terms of the MOF meta-model. Figure 14 shows an instance 

of the company model that conforms to the meta-model although the em-

ployee charles has a higher salary than his manager anna, which may not 

conform to their company’s policy. 

 
Figure 14: An employee has a higher salary than his manager. 

 

To exclude such instances, the following OCL constraint highestSalary 

needs to be added to the company model. The constraint requires that the 

salary of a manager is higher than the salary of each employee. 

context Manager 
inv highestSalary: self.employs−>forAll( e | e.salary < self.salary ) 

Complex relations of attribute values. In our example world, the budget 

of a manager is used to pay the salary of the manager’s employees. 
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Therefore, the budget must be at least the sum of the salaries of all em-

ployees whom a manager employs. However, this fact cannot be ex-

pressed in terms of MOF, and therefore, the instance in Figure 15 is a 

valid instance of the company model, although anna cannot pay the full 

salaries for bob and charles. 

 
Figure 15: Sum of employees’ salaries is higher than the budget. 

 

In order to exclude the instance from Figure 15, we annotate the com-

pany model with the following invariant, budgetRestriction. 

context Manager 
inv budgetRestriction: self.employs.salary−>sum() <= self.budget 

We have presented several cases in which the limited expressiveness of 

the MOF meta-model requires refinement of class models defined in 

terms of MOF, and we have shown how OCL constraints can be used to 

increase the maturity level of class models. However, writing a correct 

constraint specification for a class model is a time-consuming task that 

requires significant amount of expertise (Wahler et al., 2007). In the fol-

lowing section, we present how constraint patterns can be used to in-

crease maturity levels with lower effort. 

4. Using Patterns to Increase Maturity 

In this section, we show how constraint patterns can be used to easily 

eliminate the sources of low maturity presented in the previous section. 

We represent each pattern as a function that maps parameters to an OCL 

expression. For each problem, we choose a constraint pattern and show 

how it can be parameterized to prevent the example instances shown in 

the previous section. This coupling of problem and solution paves the 

way for a semi-automatic refinement process. 

4.1 Multiplicities of Properties 

In Section 3.1, we showed that unbound multiplicities (*) for associations 

are on the one hand unavoidable in class models, and on the other hand, 

they are often a source of low maturity. In this subsection, we present 
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patterns that allow one to restrict the cardinality of unbound associations 

depending on the context, i.e., attribute values of objects in the instance. 

MultiplicityRestriction. In our company model from Figure 4, we mod-

eled that managers can employ an arbitrary number of employees. In Fig-

ure 7, we showed that the number of employees of a manager m should 

depend on the value of the attribute headCount of m. Therefore, we de-

fined the following OCL constraint. 

context Manager 
inv headCountRestriction: self.employs−>size() <= self.headCount 

This constraint can be represented as an instance of the MultiplicityRe-

striction pattern, which is defined as follows. 

pattern MultiplicityRestriction(navigation: Sequence(Property), operator: OclExpression,  
                                                value:OclExpression) = 
  self.navigation−>size() operator value 

This pattern has three parameters: navigation, which is a sequence of 

properties, thus allowing for the use of OCL navigation expressions such 

as self.employs.office, operator, and value, which can be arbitrary OCL ex-

pressions. Typically, value is the name of an attribute. Using this pattern, 

the constraint headCountRestriction can be defined as shown in Figure 

16 using our prototype for IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA). 

 
Figure 16: Constraint headCountRestriction as represented in RSA. 

 

InjectiveAssociation, SurjectiveAssociation, BijectiveAssociation. In 

Section 3.1, we showed that it is generally possible to define associations 

in MOF as injective, surjective, or bijective functions. However, if the 

semantics of an association depends on the context of the model instance, 

e.g., on attribute values, the semantics must be specified with an OCL 

constraint. The following constraint patterns can be instantiated to spec-

ify injectivity, surjectivity, and bijectivity. 

pattern InjectiveAssociation(property:Sequence(Property)) = 
   self.property−>size() = 1 and 
   self.allInstances()−>forAll (x,y | x.property = y.property implies x=y) 
 
pattern SurjectiveAssociation(property:Sequence(Property)) = 
   self.property.allInstances()−>forAll ( y |  
      self.allInstances()−>exists( x | x.property−>includes(y))) 
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pattern BijectiveAssociation(property:Sequence(Property)) = 
   InjectiveAssociation(property) and 
   SurjectiveAssociation(property) 

Using these patterns, we can express constraint hasManager from Sec-

tion 3.1 in combination with the IfThenElse pattern from Section 2.3 as 

follows. If a manager is not the CEO, the employs association must be 

surjective, i.e., the manager needs to work for another manager. 

context Manager inv hasManager: 
   IfThenElse(Set{not self.isCEO}, SurjectiveAssociation(Sequence{employs}), true) 

Alternatively, the MultiplicityRestriction pattern can be used to express 

above constraint. In our tool, we represent hasManager as shown in Fig-

ure 17. 

 
Figure 17: Constraint hasManager as represented in RSA. 

4.2 Property Types 

In Section 3.2, we showed that properties that have a general type, e.g., 

the property worksIn of type Office, often require further specification, 

which is not possible in terms of MOF. Therefore, an OCL constraint 

needs to be defined that restricts the type of a property to a subset of the 

possible subtypes. 

In our example, we want to constrain that employees may not work in 

single offices and thus defined the following OCL constraint. 

context Single 
inv onlyManagers: self.inhabitant−>forAll(x | x.oclIsTypeOf(Manager)) 

The constraint pattern TypeRestriction can be used to define this con-

straint in a simple and concise way. Using the parameter allowedClasses, 

a set of classes can be specified as allowed types for a navigation. This 

requires an additional existential quantifier, in contrast to the original 

constraint onlyManagers. 

pattern TypeRestriction(property:Property, allowedClasses:Set(Class)) = 
   self.property−>forAll(x | allowedClasses−>exists(t | x.oclIsTypeOf(t))) 

Figure 18 shows an example pattern instance of TypeRestriction that 

represents the onlyManagers constraint. 
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Figure 18: Instance of type restriction pattern. 

4.3 Reflexive Associations 

In Section 3.3, we showed that unconstrained reflexive associations allow 

for instantiations that may be undesired. In particular, instances of reflex-

ive associations can be cyclic, arbitrarily long, or multiple paths between 

two objects (i.e., diamonds) can exist. In this section, we present three 

patterns that can be instantiated to avoid such undesired instances. 

NoCyclicDependency. Figure 10 shows a model instance with a cyclic 

path: anna works for berta, who herself works for cindy, who herself works 

for anna. In order to exclude such cycles, we defined the following con-

straint that ensures that a manager does not appear in the transitive clo-

sure of the worksFor association. 

context Manager 
 
def: closureWorksFor(S:Set(Manager)) : Set(Manager) = 
   worksFor−>union((worksFor − S)−> 
   collect(m : Manager | m.closureWorksFor(S−>including(self)))−>asSet()) 
 
inv noCycles: self.closureWorksFor(Set{})−>excludes(self) 

To avoid writing such a verbose constraint, we use the pattern NoCyc-

licDependency, which is the inverse of the CyclicDependency pattern in 

(Wahler et al., 2007). This pattern instantiates the auxiliary pattern clo-

sure, which contains a definition for the transitive closure. 

pattern NoCyclicDependency(property: Sequence(Property)) = 
   self.closure(property)−>excludes(self) 
 
pattern closure(property: Sequence(Property)) = 
   self.property−>union(self.property.closure(property)) 

In Figure 19, we illustrate the constraint noCycles as realized using the 

NoCyclicDependency pattern in RSA. 

 
Figure 19: Constraint noCycles as represented in RSA. 
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PathDepthRestriction. Unconstrained reflexive associations make it pos-

sible to create instances with arbitrarily long paths. Figure 11 shows a 

path of length seven between the managers anna and helen. We added the 

following OCL constraint to the model to exclude such instances. 

context Manager 
 
def: pathDepthWorksFor(max: Integer, counter: Integer): Boolean = 
   if (counter > max or counter < 0 or max < 0) then false 
   else if (self.worksFor−>isEmpty()) then true 
           else self.worksFor−>forAll(m:Manager|m.pathDepthWorksFor(max, counter+1)) 
           endif 
   endif 
 
inv smallHierarchy: self.pathDepthWorksFor(4,0) 

This constraint can be stated using the PathDepthRestriction pattern, 

which uses an auxiliary pattern satisfiesPathDepth. To instantiate the pat-

tern, a parameter property specifying the association and a parameter 

maxDepth specifying the maximum path depth need to be specified. 

pattern PathDepthRestriction(property: Sequence(Property), maxDepth:Integer) = 
   self.satisfiesPathDepth(property,maxDepth−1,0) 
 
pattern satisfiesPathDepth(property: Sequence(Property), max:Integer,  
                                            counter:Integer) = 
   if (counter > max or counter < 0 or max < 0) then false 
   else if (self.property−>isEmpty()) then true 
           else self.property−>forAll(m|m.satisfiesPathDepth(property, max, counter+1)) 
           endif 
   endif 

In Figure 20, we show an example of how the depth of the worksFor asso-

ciation can be restricted to five using this pattern. To this end, we choose 

worksFor as parameter value for property and 5 as value for maxDepth. 

 
Figure 20: Instance of pattern PathDepthRestriction. 

 

UniquePath. The third problem of recursive associations that we have 

identified is that they make it possible to create diamond configurations 

in the object graph. For instance, in Figure 12, anna has two employees 

berta and cindy, who are managers themselves. Both berta and cindy share 
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one employee, daniela. We excluded such instances with the constraint 

noDiamond. 

context Manager inv noDiamond: 
   self.worksFor−>exists(m1,m2 | m1−>closure(worksFor)−>intersect( 
                                                      m2−>closure(worksFor))−>notEmpty() 
                                                      implies m1=m2) 

In (Wahler et al., 2007), the pattern UniquePath is defined. This pattern 

allows one to easily exclude diamond-shaped instances by parameteriz-

ing it with one parameter, property. The definition of the pattern reads as 

follows. 

pattern UniquePath(property: Sequence(Property)) = 
   self.property−>exists(m1,m2 | m1−>closure(property)−>intersect( 
                                                    m2−>closure(property))−>notEmpty() 
                                                    implies m1=m2) 

In Figure 21, we illustrate how constraint noDiamond can be specified 

using the UniquePath constraint pattern. 

 
Figure 21: Constraint noDiamond as represented in RSA. 

4.4 Unique Object Identifiers 

We showed in Section 3.4 that objects should be uniquely identifiable 

and that this can be easily accomplished if a single property of the ob-

ject’s class is the unique identifier. However, if the unique key of an ob-

ject is composed of several properties, we need to use an OCL constraint 

to express this fact. We used the following constraint to express that each 

employee can be uniquely identified by the name and by the office that 

the employee inhabits. 

context Employee 
   inv uniqueness: self.allInstances()−>isUnique(e|Tuple(x=e.name,y=e.worksIn)) 

Pattern UniqueIdentifier, which is a more general version of the 

UniqueAttributeValue pattern in (Wahler et al., 2007), can be used to eas-

ily express above uniqueness constraint. 

pattern UniqueIdentifier(property:Tuple(Property)) = 
   self.allInstances()−>isUnique(property) 

Figure 22 shows an example instance of pattern UniqueIdentifier. 
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Figure 22: Constraint uniqueness as represented in RSA. 

4.5 Relations between Properties 

In Section 3.5, we showed that textual constraints are necessary to ex-

press relations between properties. In the following, we use two con-

straint patterns to express the previously introduced constraints. 

AttributeRelation. Figure 14 showed an instance in which an employee 

has a higher salary than his manager. We added the constraint highest-

Salary to exclude such instances from the set of valid instances. 

context Manager 
   inv highestSalary: self.employs−>forAll( e | e.salary < self.salary ) 

This constraint can be expressed using the AttributeRelation pattern. Us-

ing this pattern, an attribute contextAttribute can be related to a remoteAt-

tribute by an operator. The class containing the contextAttribute and the 

class containing the remoteAttribute are related by a navigation. 

pattern AttributeRelation(navigation:Sequence(Property), remoteAttribute:Property, 
                                         operator: OclExpression, contextAttribute:Property) = 
   self.navigation−>forAll( x | x.remoteAttribute operator contextAttribute) 

Figure 23 shows a pattern representation of constraint highestSalary. 

 
Figure 23: Constraint highestSalary as represented in RSA. 

 

AttributeSumRestriction. In Figure 15, we showed a different source of 

low maturity in which the cardinality of the association depends on the 

relation of several attributes. In this example, the number of employees a 

manager can employ depends on the budget of the manager and the sala-
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ries of the employees. The OCL constraint that expresses this depend-

ency reads as follows. 

context Manager 
   inv budgetRestriction: self.employs.salary−>sum() <= self.budget 

To capture this constraint, we introduce a new pattern, AttributeSumRe-

striction. Besides the parameter navigation, which is analog to the Multi-

plicityRestriction pattern, this pattern has two parameters. Parameter 

summation refers to the property in the context class that denotes the 

value that must not be exceeded, and summand refers to the property in 

the related class that is accumulated. 

pattern AttributeSumRestriction(navigation: Sequence(Property), 
                                                    summand: Property, summation: Property) = 
   self.navigation.summand−>sum() <= summation 

In Figure 24, we show an example of how the constraint budgetRestric-

tion is defined using the pattern AttributeSumRestriction. 

 
Figure 24: Constraint budgetRestriction as represented in RSA. 

 

With these patterns, we have introduced an easy-to-use remedy for each 

source of low maturity presented in Section 3. Furthermore, coupling 

specific constraint patterns with one of the expressive limitations of 

graphical modeling languages allows for pointing users to possible, pre-

defined solutions to recurring specification problems. In the next section, 

we show how such coupling can be used to simplify model refinement in 

a Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool. 

5 Tool Support and First Experiences 

In this section, we present prototypical tool support that analyzes a model 

for sources of low maturity and offers constraint patterns that can be in-

stantiated to increase the model’s maturity level. We also show how the 

tool helps to improve the MDE process and provide an experience report 

of applying the tools to a real-world case study. 
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5.1 Tool Support 

Figure 25 illustrates a simplified traditional development process for 

MDE: After the model has been defined and a (potentially empty) con-

straint specification has been added, code is generated that is evaluated 

against test cases that correspond to the system requirements. If the code 

does not pass the tests, the model may need to be changed and/or con-

straints may need to be added to, removed from, or changed in the con-

straint specification. If the generated code passes the tests, it can be de-

ployed. Such a process can be time-consuming because specifying con-

straints comprises identifying sources of low maturity and writing poten-

tially complex OCL expressions. Often, problems are detected in the test 

phase only, which results in numerous iterations of the constraint specifi-

cation task. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Traditional workflow for constraint specification. 

 

Tool support for our approach simplifies this traditional workflow by 

adding two new components, model analysis to automatically detect po-

tential sources of low maturity and an implementation of constraint pat-

terns. In the new workflow as depicted in Figure 26, the time-consuming 

iteration caused by such an “trial-and-error” approach is replaced by a 

structured approach comprising two new tasks, analyze model and in-

stantiate constraint patterns. In the following, we highlight the features 

of our implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Workflow for constraint specification using patterns. 

 

The first new task, analyze model, can be invoked from the context menu 

of a model as shown in Figure 27. It analyzes the model for occurrences 
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of insufficiently specified model elements as introduced in Section 3. As 

a result, the tool presents a class model analysis view as depicted in Fig-

ure 28, which contains a list of potential problems regarding low matur-

ity. Each item in the list contains a description of the problem and the 

context element for which the problem occurs. For each item, the user 

has two choices: the problem can either be ignored by the user because 

model analysis searches for potential problems or the user can take 

counter-measures against the displayed problem. 

 
Figure 27: Invoking class model analysis. 

 

In the second case when the user wants to increase the maturity level, the 

analysis view recommends constraint patterns for each item in the list. 

This is possible because of the coupling between problem and solution, 

as explained in Section 4. From the context menu of each item, an appro-

priate constraint pattern can be selected as instant fix and automatically 

be instantiated, as shown in Figure 28. The pattern instance is shown in 

the class diagram and certain parameters are automatically filled in, e.g., 

the name of properties that represent reflexive associations, while the re-

maining parameters are specified by the user. After a pattern instance is 

fully parameterized, it can be automatically transformed into a textual 

constraint, e.g., in OCL. 

Our prototype is a plug-in extension to the CASE tool IBM Rational 

Software Architect (RSA) and adds the following features to the func-

tionality of RSA: 

• a class model analysis that investigates a given model for occur-

rences of the limitations introduced in Section 3, 

• an analysis view as shown in Figure 28, which presents the analy-

sis results in a user-friendly way and allows users to instantiate 

appropriate constraint patterns with a single action; 

• a transformation that transforms the instances of each constraint 

pattern into an OCL constraint. 
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Figure 28: Results of class model analysis. 

 

Such tool support has the following advantages. First, the user is sup-

ported in detecting potential sources of low maturity. This task is usually 

time-consuming, requires a high level of expertise from the model devel-

oper, and some problems may be not identified, which may cause prob-

lems in the remainder of the development process. Second, the model 

developer can specify most constraints by simply instantiating and pa-

rameterizing constraint patterns instead of manually writing OCL expres-

sions, which is time-consuming and error-prone because some constraints 

are fairly complicated, e.g., constraints for reflexive associations (cf. Sec-

tion 3.3). Third, our approach is independent of the constraint language, 

i.e., several transformations can be defined that transform pattern in-

stances into different target languages, e.g., OCL, Java, or Alloy (Jack-

son, 2002). 

5.2 Experience Report 

In a larger case study (Chen et al., 2006), we refined a monitor model by 

formalizing 71 constraints that were provided in its specification in natu-

ral language. These constraints motivate our choice of the five limitations 

we introduced in Section 3, because the set of constraint patterns we used 

for formalizing the specification comprises 

• multiplicity restrictions (around 25% of all constraints), 

• type restrictions (around 15% of all constraints), 

• no cyclic dependencies (4), 

• unique identifiers (for around 15% of all classes), and 

• attribute relations (around 20% of all constraints). 
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For the initial unconstrained model, our analysis provided 272 sugges-

tions for refinement. After refining the model with the constraints from 

the specification, the analysis reported 203 remaining suggestions, which 

provides two interesting insights. Firstly, the constraint specification 

covers only around 25% of the possible problems that our analysis finds. 

Since our analysis provides an over-approximation, i.e., it searches for 

potential problems, it seems natural that only a fraction of these sugges-

tions is actually carried out. However, the remaining 203 suggestions not 

handled by the specification contain a large number of reflexive relations, 

which we consider one of the most important modeling concept that re-

quires refinement, because reflexive relations can cause cycles in the ob-

ject graph, which in turn can result in nonterminating computations. 

Thus, we suggest to extend the specification by some of the problems 

identified by our analysis. Secondly, the specification contains con-

straints not suggested by the analysis. This is caused by the fact that our 

analysis searches for problems that are independent of the application 

domain of the model, whereas the constraint specification for the monitor 

model contains domain-specific constraints. 

6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have identified several shortcomings in the expres-

siveness of modeling languages such as MOF. We have shown how these 

shortcomings can cause low maturity, which is a threat to the quality of 

models because it allows invalid model instances to be created. We have 

presented how constraint patterns can be used as an easy and precise 

means to increase maturity levels, and we have presented an extension to 

the CASE tool IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) that supports us-

ers in identifying and increasing maturity in class models by coupling the 

results of an automatic analysis with predefined constraint patterns. 

Diagrammatic languages such as defined by MOF or UML have been 

successfully used in various development projects. However, model de-

velopers must be aware that diagrammatic languages alone are not suffi-

cient for developing class models with high maturity, but they require 

textual constraints to avoid low maturity levels. Overall, we believe that a 

tool-supported approach as presented in this chapter enables users to cre-

ate precise models with reasonable effort. After all, systems with a low 

maturity level can be developed with any programming language, and it 

may be harder to systematically analyze programs and detect low matur-

ity than to analyze models. 
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7 Future Research Directions 

From our experience, we have identified the five problems discussed in 

Section 3 as the most important ones for increasing the maturity level of 

class models. Future work can build on these problems and investigate 

further specification problems that frequently occur in the MDE process, 

both independent of the application domain and specific to certain do-

mains. Future work can also comprise enhancing the tool support. In par-

ticular, we envision an improved view of the analysis results in which 

results are ordered or grouped according to certain priorities. Further-

more, pattern-mining techniques could be used to map existing OCL con-

straints to our patterns and thus incorporate existing constraints in the 

analysis. 

Although increasing the maturity of models is a current problem, the in-

verse problem, overspecification, is another threat to the quality of a class 

model. In a nutshell, an overspecified model contains constraints that 

contradict each other, and as a consequence, no valid instance of the 

model can be created. Constraint specifications with contradictory con-

straints are inconsistent, and we are currently investigating the problem 

of consistent model refinement. We envision several directions for future 

research in this area. Since OCL is an undecidable logic (Cengarle and 

Knapp, 2004), consistency analysis is a challenge for tools and users. 

Whereas an interactive analysis approach that involves interactive theo-

rem proving can be performed with approaches such as HOL-OCL 

(Brucker and Wolff, 2006), future research may focus on automatic, but 

necessarily incomplete, consistency analysis methods. Constraint patterns 

can play an important role in such automatic approaches, since their fixed 

structure can simplify consistency proofs. 

Little work exists on the quality of class models, despite the fact that 

various quality aspects have been identified (www.metamodel.com, 

2007, Gitzel and Hildenbrand, 2005, Davis and Bigelow, 2002, Gamma 

et al., 1995). These aspects need to be highlighted in more detail and 

from different perspectives in order to identify practices that are recom-

mended and those that are discouraged, which will motivate further de-

sign patterns and anti-patterns. In particular, we consider the following 

quality aspects interesting: First, what are “correct” levels of abstraction 

for different kinds of class models, i.e., at what point of time in the MDE 

process is what maturity level desired? Second, what are the implications 

on the quality of a class model that is composed using different means of 

meta-model extension, e.g., profiles vs. extensions (Cook, 2000). 
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